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Meeting dates and lecturers

 Stephan Dreiseitl: March 17th, 24th

 Tudor Jebelean: March 31st, April 7th, 14th

 Nikolaj Popov: March 10th, May 5th, 12th, 19th

 Elena Kartaschova: May 26th, June 9th, 16th

 Exam: June 30th



Text book

 Leah Edelstein-Keshet. Mathematical Models 

in Biology. SIAM, 2005.



ROC Analysis

 In machine learning, want to be able to 

compare performance of one algorithm with 

that of another

 Bioinformatics/medical informatics mostly 

use Receiver Operating Characteristics 

analysis  – known as ROC analysis



ROC Analysis

 ROC analysis  provides graphical 

representation and one-number summary of 

discriminatory power

 We will talk about this measure, derive its 

properties, and show how it can be applied



Haplotype tagging SNPs

 Single-Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) 

are locations where genomic information 

differs between individuals

 Problem is to find the smallest number of 

SNPs that uniquely determine an individual's 

haplotype 



Haplotype tagging SNPs

 Identification of ht-SNPs computationally 

complex (known to be NP-hard)

 We will approach the problem by relating it to 

the minimum set cover problem, and present 

a greedy algorithm for approximating the 

optimal solution



Logic: Proteins in the cell



Logic: Proofs



Logic: Rewriting



Difference equations

 A difference equation is any equation of the 

form x
n+1

= f(x
n

, x
n−1

, . . . , x
1
), where x

k
is 

the k−th element of a sequence {x
k
} and f is a 

function of n arguments.

 Depending on the functional form of f, we 

distinguish linear and nonlinear difference 

equations



Application of linear 

difference equations

 Cell division

 Insect population

 Propagation of annual plants

 Growth of segmental organisms

 Schematic model of red blood cell production



Application of nonlinear 

difference equations

 Density dependence in single-species 

populations

 Two-species interactions: host-parasitoid 

systems



Pattern formation in 

biological systems



Diffusion equations



PDEs generating patterns


